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Eastern Suburbs Photographic Society Inc. ~ Competition Rules 

1. GENERAL  

1.1. These rules apply to Photographic Competitions conducted by the Eastern Suburbs Photographic 

Society Inc., (“The Society” or “ESPS”). These rules may differ from those applicable to Interclub 

and other competitions.  

1.2. The Competition Steward will advise members at a Society meeting of any change to these rules 

at least one month before the change takes effect. Rule changes will also be published in the 

Society’s monthly publication “Format”. It is the responsibility of each member to ensure that 

his or her entry complies with the rules currently in force. 
1.3. The Committee shall resolve any disputes arising in relation to these rules or their interpretation. 

Members may also access the grievance and dispute resolution procedure which is incorporated 

into the Society’s Rules.  

2. COPYRIGHT AND USE OF IMAGES 

2.1. In accordance with copyright law, all images presented by entrants shall be free of all rights of 

ownership, whether artistic or otherwise, which may be held by others. By taking part in the 

competitions the authors of entries indemnify the Society and competition organisers against all 

actions which may be taken against them by owners of copyrights. 

2.2. Unless a member has specifically indicated otherwise, entry of an image in an ESPS competition 

shall be taken as an authority to publish that image on the Society’s website, in the Society’s 

newsletter “Format” or to enter the image in any interclub competition. Copyright of images at all 

times remains with the maker. 

3. MEMBER GRADING 

3.1. Each member will be graded with a single grade for competitive purposes. When a competition 

category is divided into separate grades a member may only enter an image in his/her grade. 

3.2. On joining the Society, a member’s grading shall be at Grade B level until the member is 

promoted to Grade A in accordance with these rules. 

3.3. The Committee may promote a member in one of the following circumstances:  
3.3.1. Where the committee considers that a new member’s photographic qualifications or 

previous experience, as indicated on their application for membership of ESPS, warrants  

promotion; 

3.3.2. Following the appraisal of a folio of ten (10) images submitted by the member to the 

Committee as large prints or digital projected images covering a variety of subjects and 

illustrating the depth of that member’s photographic skills. Either the member or the 

Committee may initiate such an appraisal;  

3.3.3. On the recommendation of the Competition Steward after consideration of the member’s 

competition performance and/or other relevant experience; or 

3.3.4. Where a member has achieved the highest or second highest number of points within all 

Grade B categories of Digital Display Images andthe categories of Grade B Prints, Grade B 

Colour Digital Projected Images, Grade B Monochrome Digital Projected Images and 

Monochrome  Prints combined; or 

3.3.5. The committee may nominate additional members for promotion to Grade A in order to 

maintain a satisfactory balance of members between the two divisions. 

Comment [D1]: I am not too fussed 
about this change from “Projected”, but 
projected is a hangover from the days of 
slides. Entries are not judged as projected 
images but on a monitor screen, even 
though we display them by projection at 
competition meetings. “Digital Display 
Images” (DDI) is to me a logical and more 
accurate description. Des 
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3.4. A member nominated for promotion to Grade A must accept promotion unless the Committee is 

satisfied that the member has sufficient reason not to do so.  

3.5. A Grade A member may submit a written request to the Committee for reversion to Grade B. If, in 

the Committee’s opinion, the reversion is warranted, the Committee may revert that member 

immediately, or from the 1st January of the following year. The Committee may reject such an 

application but must provide the member with a reason for such a refusal. 

4. COMPETITIONS 

4.1. The Society will conduct competitions between members in each calendar year over ten Monthly 

Competitions from February to November and as otherwise determined by the ESPS Committee.  

4.2. Only financial members are eligible to enter in the Society’s Competition Program. This includes 

those whose membership is pending formal approval, provided that they have paid the requisite 

membership fees.  

4.3. On joining the Society, a member will be given a competition identification number. This number 

is to be used on all Society competition entries in lieu of the member’s name so that the 

anonymity of the image maker is preserved.  

5. COMPETITION SUBJECTS/TOPICS 

5.1. The competition program will be determined annually by the Committee. The Committee will 

publish an Annual Program setting out the dates, subjects and entry closing dates for each 

competition. 

5.2. The competition subject may be designated as either “Open”, where the choice of subject and 

technique is unrestricted, or a “Set Subject”, where images must comply with specific conditions.  

5.3. A Set Subject may include restrictions on the subject matter and other aspects of the image. It will 

generally specify one or more of the following: the primary subject of the image, a particular 

photographic genre or a photographic technique. It may include brief accompanying notes 

clarifying the frame of reference.  

5.4. An entry in a “Set Subject” competition specifying particular subject matter must feature the 

nominated subject as its primary focus rather than as a secondary or co-incidental element. 

Unless otherwise stated, a reference to the singular includes the plural, and a reference to a thing 

includes a substantial part of that thing.  

5.5. It is the responsibility of each entrant to ensure that his or her entry complies with the spirit and 

intent of the Set Subject. Any uncertainties or interpretive concerns may be discussed with the 

Competition Steward, but the Judge appointed for the competition will be the final arbiter in 

determining the degree to which an entry satisfies the requirements of the topic. (See “Rejection 

of Entries”) 

6. ENTRY REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES  

6.1. Requirements 

6.1.1. Each entry must be the original work of the entrant, including any post-processing or 

manipulation. Printing of the final image may be done by others.  

6.1.2. Each image entered in any competition must show evidence of an underlying 

photographic image. Non-photographic techniques, for example hand colouring, collage, 

mixed media techniques or computer manipulation may be used to modify the image, but 

evidence of the picture’s photographic origin must be clearly visible. For the purpose of 

this rule, a photographic image will mean the image formed by light passing through a 

lens onto a light sensitive surface. This surface may be a light sensitive medium requiring 

chemical processing or an electronic device that allows the image to be stored.  
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6.1.3. Images may be produced as digital files, or printed images. 

6.1.4. An entry may incorporate multiple images such as Triptych or Diptych compilations, 

which embrace a common theme or form a single artistic statement. However, such 

multiple images must be presented on one mount or in one combined digital image which 

otherwise conforms to all the relevant rules pertaining to the image category. The 

composite image shall not exceed the dimensions permitted in that category for a single 

image.  

6.1.5. All images entered in a competition must have a specific title. "Untitled" or "Untitled No 

1" or similar will not be regarded as a specific title. 

6.1.6. The title must not exceed 30 characters including any spaces, hyphens etc. 

6.1.7. The title used in the first instance is to remain unchanged should the image be re-entered 

in any subsequent ESPS competition or interclub competition.  

6.1.8. Every print entry must be mounted.  

6.1.9. Neither the image nor the front of the mount may contain any identifying marks. In 

particular, to prevent the judge identifying the maker of any image, the entrant’s name 

must not be visible on any part of the mount or print. No information is to be added or 

included other than the following required information which must be shown on the back 

of each mount: 

the entrant’s identification number,  

the image title, and  

a clear indication of the top of the print.  

6.2. Procedures 

6.2.1. The committee may set a maximum number of images each member is permitted in a 

competition. The committee may also limit the distribution of images between the 

categories a member is eligible to enter e.g. the number of images entered as either print 

media or digital media respectively. 

6.2.2.  Any limits to the number or distribution of entries by members should be fixed 

before the date on which the competition is open for entries. Amendments to the limits 

applicable to a competition may only be made after its opening date if members have 

been advised of the change not less than 12 weeks prior to the closing date for entries to 

the competition. 

6.2.3. Print entries must be accompanied by a digital copy of the image.  

6.2.4. Entries, including digital copies of Prints, are to be submitted on line via the nominated 

site. Prints should be delivered to the Competition Steward at a Society Meeting. In order 

to be included in a competition all entries, including digital copies of Prints, must be 

delivered by the published deadline 

6.2.5. Members who require return of physical media (CD/DVD/USB) used to lodge entries must 

indicate this clearly either on the media itself or on accompanying packaging. 

6.2.6. Members who do not have access to a computer or who lack the skills to comply with the 

procedures of 6.2 may apply to the Competition Steward to make alternative 

arrangements for submitting entries. Before agreeing to such an alternative the 

Competition Steward may recommend that the member seek further training or 

assistance. 

6.3. Repeat Entries 

6.3.1. An image that has not previously won an award in an ESPS competition may be re-

entered in a subsequent competition. An image that has won a Credit award in an ESPS 

monthly competition may also be re-entered in a subsequent competition. 
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6.3.2. An image that has been awarded a Distinction or High Distinction may not be re-entered 

in any subsequent monthly competition. (Entries in the Berris Stokes competition are 

exempt from this restriction as they do not form part of the monthly competition 

program.) 

6.3.3. For the purposes of this Rule, any rework of the original image, including 

colour/monochrome conversion, is considered to be the same image. Multiple images 

captured in a single burst and therefore substantially identical are also considered to be 

the same image. 

7. REJECTION OF ENTRIES 

7.1. The Competition Steward, with the concurrence of the Committee, may reject any entry which 

fails to comply with these Rules.  

7.2. An entrant whose image has been rejected by the Competition Steward must be notified of that 

rejection, and provided with the reason(s) for that rejection. This advice shall be provided as soon 

as practicable prior to the competition date. 

7.3. Rectification of minor irregularities concerning the lodgement of entries may be permitted at the 

discretion of the Competition Steward; however a decision to reject an entry shall be final.  

7.4. No substitute images will be accepted for entries which are rejected.  

7.5. Judges may be asked to reject any image which, in their opinion, does not adequately comply with 

a Set Subject. In such instances an image may be deemed ineligible for any award irrespective of 

its photographic or artistic merit. 

8. MONTHLY COMPETITION CATEGORIES  

Each Monthly Competition will include the following Media categories: 

Prints Grade B (Small Prints will be entered under this category but will be assessed separately); 

Prints Grade A; 

Digital Projected Display Images Grade B; 

Digital Projected Display Images Grade A. 

Note: Colour and Monochrome images will be judged together for monthly competitions but may be 

treated separately for the purpose of Image of the Year Awards. 

9. REQUIREMENTS OF COMPETITION CATEGORIES 

In addition to the preceding general rules, each entry must conform to the individual requirements of its 

specific category. 

9.1. Colour and Monochrome Images   

9.1. Note: The distinction between Colour and Monochrome images is only relevant for Image 

of the Year awards or other competitions where they may be specifically required. The distinction is not 

relevant for ordinary monthly competitions (see 9.2 below) 

9.1.1. Monochrome Definition: A “Monochrome” image is any image in black and white, or an 

image in black and white which has been modified by the addition of a single tone to the 

entire image (e.g. Sepia). Black and white images which have been partially toned or have 

had colour added to a selected part or parts are ineligible, and should be entered in the 

Formatted: Normal, Indent: Left:  0.7

cm, Tab stops:  3 cm, Left
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appropriate colour section.  

9.1.2. Colour Definition: A “Colour” image is any image of two or more colours.  

9.1.3. Image Borders: Any border printed with an image or added to a DPI is considered to be 

part of the image and must comply with the overall requirements of the category e.g. a 

monochrome image cannot have a border of a different colour to the rest of the image. 

9.2. Large Prints 

The following image and mount requirements apply to Colour all Prints Grade A,  

Colour Prints Grade B and Monochrome Prints: 

9.2.1. Image sizes: The minimum image area of each print must be at least 300 200 square 

centimetres. If an entry comprises two or more images on a single mount, then the sum 

of the image areas must be at least 300 200 square centimetres. The print dimensions 

must not exceed 40cm x 50cm.  

9.2.1. Note: A 12.5 x 17.5 (5 x 7) print is approx. 220 square centimetres. 

9.2.2. Mounts: Each print must be mounted.  

The mounted print must not be less than 18cm x 24 cm and not greater than The 

mounted print must not exceed 40cm x 50cm over all and must not exceed 5mm in 

thickness. 

A suitable backing board of light card or 3mm foam core should always be used. Prints 

may be surface mounted but placing the print behind a mount board is recommended to 

minimise the possibility of damage.  

Prints mounted on chipboard or medium density fibre board (MDF), framed or presented 

under glass are not acceptable.  

9.3. Small Prints  

9.3.1. Definition: The Small Print category includes monochrome or colour printed images. The 

category is designed to accommodate the 10 cm x 15 cm (4 in x 6 in) or 12.5 cm x 17.5 cm 

(5 in x 7 in) standard prints. 

9.3.2. Image sizes: The image area for a Small Print must be less than 220 square centimetres. If 

an entry comprises two or more images on a single mount, then the sum of the image 

areas must not exceed 220 square centimetres. There are no restrictions on the minimum 

image size. 

9.3.3. Mounts: Each print must be mounted.  

The mounted print must not be less than 18cm x 24 cm and not greater than 20cm x 

25cm over all and must not exceed 5mm in thickness. 

A suitable backing board of light card or 3mm foam core should always be used. Prints 

may be surface mounted but placing the print behind a mount board is recommended to 

minimise the possibility of damage.  

Prints mounted on chipboard or medium density fibre board (MDF), framed or presented 

under glass are not acceptable.  

9.4.9.3. Digital Projected Display Images  

9.4.1.9.3.1. Definition: The Digital Projected Display Image (DPIDDI) categories apply to images 

designed to be judged on a screen monitor screen and to be displayed by digital 

projection.  

9.4.2.9.3.2. Image format: Images must be provided as digital files in JPEG format, as follows: 

Formatted: Small caps
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Maximum horizontal dimension is 1920 pixels and the maximum vertical dimension is 

1080 pixels regardless of the image aspect ratio and orientation.  

Maximum file size is 5000 4000 Kb . 

Note: Images are displayed by a data projector using the sRGB colour space and it is 
recommended that images use this colour space.  

10. JUDGING OF COMPETITION ENTRIES 

10.1. Judging and Awards 

For each competition, the Committee will appoint a judge, or judges, to provide critical and 

constructive comments, and to determine awards.  

10.1.1. Judging Criteria 

For an Open Competition, the primary criteria for awards will be (in the judge’s opinion) 

the overall emotional appeal and visual impact of the image.  

Entries for a Set Subject must encapsulate the set theme or topic and this will be the 

primary criteria by which images are judged.  

10.1.2. Judges will be asked to rank the most successful images by the following award classes: 

High Distinction; Distinction; Credit 

10.1.3. How many images are included in any one award class is at the discretion of the judge/s. 

However, the Committee may suggest appropriate guidelines to accommodate the 

particular needs of competitions from time to time. 

10.2. Point Scores 

10.2.1. Points will be awarded in accordance with the following, and will accumulate to form the 

basis for the annual awards detailed elsewhere in these rules. 

High Distinction 5 points 

Distinction 3 points 

Credit 1 point 

10.2.2. No Places (1st, 2nd etc.) will be awarded and no points will be awarded for submitting an 

entry in a competition. 

10.2.3. The Competition Steward will maintain a record of all scores for all club and inter-club 

competitions conducted by or competed in by Society members. 

11. SPECIAL COMPETITIONS AND AWARDS 

There shall be two special annual competitions for which trophies and/or awards are made. These 

competitions are as follows:- 

11.1. The “Berris Stokes Memorial Award” (Nature) 

The "Berris Stokes Memorial Award" (Nature) Competition will be conducted annually in addition to the 

regular monthly competitions.  

11.1.1. The competition topic is "Nature" and the goal of the competition is to present an image 

which demonstrates the behaviour and/or characteristics of the subject beyond a 

museum catalogue record.  

11.1.2. Any manipulation or modification of the image during processing must not alter the 

content of the original scene. 

11.1.3. The competition will be judged in two sections as follows: 
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Section 1. General Nature 

Each General Nature entry must be an image of living fauna (including insects, spiders 
etc.) or of living flora (including fungi) subject to the following limitations: 

Images may show limited evidence of human involvement indicating the context of the 
shot or adaptation to an environment altered by human activity.  

Domestic or domesticated animals are excluded from the competition. Entries may 
include (but are not limited to) animals in captivity or living free in an urban environment. 

Plants readily recognisable as a cultivated variety or those growing under cultivation are 
excluded from the competition. Entries are restricted to plants growing untended in a 
natural environment. 

Section 2. Wild Nature 

Each Wild Nature entry must be an image of untamed fauna living free, not under the 
control of humans and not dependent upon humans for food or shelter. Entries must not 
show anything man-made or any indication of human presence or involvement, past or 
present. 

N.B. Images of flora are not eligible for this Section. 

In each Section a trophy/medallion shall be awarded for the winning image and a Certificate 

awarded for Second (2nd), Third (3rd) and Highly Commended (HC) places. 

11.1.4. An image may be entered irrespective of its prior participation in a monthly competition 

or of awards gained. Awards in this competition do not earn competition points towards 

a member’s annual total. 

11.1.5. A maximum of three (3) images may be entered. Entries may be submitted in any 

combination of Large Prints or Digital Projected Display Images and may be either 

monochrome or colour. All images in a Section shall be assessed against each other on an 

equal basis without regard to an entrant’s competition grade or the medium in which it is 

submitted.  

N.B. Small prints are not eligible for this competition. 

11.1.6. With the exception of those conditions specified above, entries in the Berris Stokes 

competition must conform in all other respects to these Rules. 

11.2. The “Koonung Woodturners Guild” Award 

11.2.1. The “Koonung Woodturners Guild” Award competition may be conducted annually as 

part of the regular monthly competitions. 

11.2.2. This competition shall be judged in the same manner as other monthly competitions 

except that the judge will also choose an overall winning image. The maker of the winning 

image shall receive a perpetual trophy which may be held for the following 12 months. A 

personal trophy shall also be awarded for permanent retention by the member. 

12. ANNUAL AWARDS 

The following awards will be made each year at the conclusion of the competition program. 

12.1. Aggregate Awards 

12.1.1. Print and Digital Awards: First and second place awards will be made to the members in 

Grade B and in Grade A who have accrued the highest and second highest cumulative 

points in each of Print and Digital Media respectively. 
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12.1.2. Set Subject Award:  First and second place awards will be made to the members who 

have accrued the highest and second highest cumulative points for Set Subject 

competitions in each of Print and Digital Media respectively. 

12.1.3. The President’s Trophy: First and second place awards will be made to the members who 

have accrued the highest and second highest cumulative points overall. 

12.1.4. In the event of a tie for first place in any of these awards, two (or more) first place awards 

will be made and no second place will be awarded. In the event of a tie for second place, 

two (or more) second place awards will be made.  

12.2. Image of the Year  

12.2.1. Eligible Entries: An entry must have been awarded a High Distinction or a Distinction in a 

Monthly Competition during the competition year. Those members wishing an eligible 

image or images to be considered for an “Image of the Year” award must deliver 

prospective entries to the Competition Steward by the published deadline unless 

alternative arrangements are advised by the Competition Steward.  

12.2.2. The image judged to be the best image in each of the competition categories will be 

awarded as follows:- 

Monochrome Prints  

The Mark Brocklesby Monochrome Print of the Year, Grade A.  

The Mark Brocklesby Monochrome Print of the Year, Grade B. 

Monochrome Digital Projected Display Images  

The Max Letcher Monochrome Digital Projected Display Image of the Year, Grade A 

The Max Letcher Monochrome Digital Projected Display Image of the Year, Grade B 

Colour Prints  

The David Hattingh Colour Print of the Year, Grade A 

The David Hattingh Colour Print of the Year, Grade B 

Colour Digital Projected Display Images  

The Lindsay McColl Digital Display Colour Projected Image of the Year, Grade A 

The Lindsay McColl Digital Display Colour Projected Image of the Year, Grade B 

Small Prints 

The Brian Harrington Small Print of the Year  

Top Image of the Year 

The Norm Jobling All Categories Image of the Year  

This image shall be chosen from the above Images of the Year 

12.3. The Peter English Encouragement Award 

This award recognises the achievements of the member(s) who has not received an award under 
the previous Section 12.4. but has achieved the most consistent high standard as determined by 
gaining the highest “strike rate”. 

12.3.1. The award shall be restricted to Grade B members who have entered a minimum of 
10 entries during the competition period for the year. 

Formatted: Space After:  0 pt
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12.3.2. For the purposes of this award; an individual's “strike rate” shall be the value 
obtained by dividing the number of points earned by the total number of images 
entered. 

12.3.3. In the event of a tied result, the Committee may elect to award both members 
equally or to recalculate the results excluding all points earned from “Credit” 
awards. 

12.3. The Peter English Achievement Award 

This award recognises the achievements of members who, for whatever reason, have not 
competed in the full annual competition program.  

12.3.1. Small Print entries are not part of this competition and do not contribute to the number 
of competitions entered or the total number of entries. 

12.3.2. The award shall be restricted to those members who have competed in no more than 7 of 
the 10 monthly competitions, and who have entered a minimum of 10 entries during that 
period. 

12.3.3. The award winner shall be the member who achieves the highest “strike rate” during the 
competition period. 

12.3.4. For the purposes of this award; an individual's “strike rate” shall be the value obtained by 
dividing the number of points earned by the total number of entries entered. 

12.3.5. In the event of a tied result, the Committee may elect to award both members equally or 
to recalculate the results excluding all points earned from “Credit” awards. 

12.4. Other Awards  

12.4.1. Other awards may be made if deemed appropriate by the Committee.  

13. INTERCLUB COMPETITION RULES 

These rules are to be read in conjunction with the ESPS Competition Rules and relate to procedures and 

processes specific to ESPS members only. A separate agreement between participating clubs sets out 

the entry requirements and administrative processes governing the interaction between the 

participating clubs. 

13.1. Eligibility 

13.1.1. Only current members of ESPS are eligible to enter images in interclub competitions. 

13.1.2. Any image produced by a member of the Society, and which conforms to the ESPS 

Competition Rules, shall be eligible for consideration. 

13.2. Selection of Images  

13.2.1. Interclub entries shall be selected from eligible images held by the Interclub Steward. 

13.2.2. Entries shall be selected by a panel drawn from the membership and chaired by the 

Interclub Steward. 

13.2.3. The selection panel shall be comprised of at least 3 members, and shall include at least 2 

Grade A members of the society.  

13.2.4. The selection of images should not include more than 2 images from any one member 

except in the case of VAPS interclub competitions where the VAPS rules shall take 

precedence. 
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13.3. Submission of Entries for Consideration 

13.3.1. Digital Projected Display Images 

The Competition Steward shall provide the Interclub Steward with copies of all entries, 

Print and DPIDDI, which have been awarded A High Distinction or a Distinction in an ESPS 

competition in the previous twelve months. No action is required by members for these 

images to be considered. 

Members may also submit additional Digital Projected Display Images or digital copies of 

Prints to the Interclub Steward for consideration. 

13.3.2. Prints 

If an image is subsequently selected as an entry in a print category, then the maker will 

be asked to provide the Interclub Steward with a mounted print for entry in the 

competition. 

13.4. Image Format For Submissions to the Interclub Steward 

All digital files and digital copies of print images forwarded for consideration shall conform to the 

requirements for ESPS monthly competitions. 

Note: In all cases, the image title must correspond to that used for the ESPS monthly competition 

in which the image was entered. 

13.5. Promulgation of results 

Results of interclub competitions shall be publicised in Format by the Interclub Steward as soon 

as practicable following the interclub competition, and announced at a meeting of the Society. 


